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Abstract 
Beneficial effects of distributed practice and rehearsal on recognition 
has been demonstrated in numerous memory studies for verbal stimuli 
and manual skills. However. no research has been reported using 
non-verbal. pictorial stimuli. In addition. few studies have examined the 
effects of pictorial rehearsal. The present research examines the effects of 
massed versus distributed practice and post-exposure imaging on pictorial 
memory. The first and third experiments used faces while the second 
used plant stimuli. In general. the results showed beneficial effects for 
post-presentation imaging. Presentation mode produced complex effects. 
but generally supported the superiority of distributed presentation. The 
results of Experiment 3 also indicated that the effects of presentation 
mode and post-exposure task depend on whether the same or different 
view of the studied material is given at test and the kind of distractor task 
used. Implications for the improvement of visual-spatial memory using 
distributed presentation and post-exposure imaging are discussed. 
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Facial and Pictorial Recognition as a Function of Massed versus 
Distributed Presentation and Imaging Instructions 
Facial memory is an important topic for research not only because it is 
essential for orderly, everyday social functioning but also because of its 
relevance to such specialized endeavors as eyewitness identification. 
Facial memory studies are valuable not only for their contributions to 
forensic psychology but also because such studies help researchers 
understand the ways recognition of complex visual stimuli might be 
improved. For example, police officers are typically shown pictures of 
wanted persons during roll call. Despite the fact that the "mug shots" are 
often several years old and that the officers usually see the person's face 
only once, they are nevertheless expected to recognize (and apprehend) 
the suspect on sight. How might such police officers improve their ability 
to recognize faces? Furthermore, how might convenience store cashiers 
(who are often targets for robberies) improve their ability to recognize 
robbers during lineups or in mug files? Lastly, how might we-- the 
general public-- enhance our ability to recognize missing children, whose 
pictures (usually several months or years old) are frequently printed on 
the sides of milk cartons and on maiJ inserts? This research would not 
only be useful for face identification but may also be useful for improving 
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other forms of visual memory (e. g. , recognition of poisonous plants, 
recognition of missile silos by aircraft pilots). 
The present research primarily addresses procedures by which face 
memory might be improved during recognition. Unfortunately, all the 
studies that have examined the effects of face recognition training have 
failed to find improvement following training (e.g., Malpass, 1981; Penry, 
1971) and, in one study, a detriment was actually shown following 
training (Woodhead, Baddeley, & Simmonds, 1979). 
Other research. however. has shown that instructions to image faces 
facilitates recognition (e.g., Read, 1979; Graefe & Watkins. 1980). 
Although imaging might not be considered a form of training rurr g. it 
could be a way of facilitating recognition memory. Referring to one of the 
scenarios presented above. the convenience store cashier could be 
instructed in advance that in the advent of a robbery. he or she should try 
to image the face of the assailant. 
Another possible way to improve racial recognition might be through 
distributed practice. Previous research (e.g., Reith. Axelrod, Anderson 
Hathaway, Wood, & Fitzgerald, 1974) has demonstrated the superiority of 
distributed over massed practice for verbal stimuli. A similar effect might 
be found for face memory. For example, the convenience store cashier 
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could be instructed to try to view the assailant multiple times during the 
robbery. Together. distributed practice and imaging might provide for 
facilitated subsequent recognition. For example, the convenience store 
cashier could be instructed to try to look at the robber's face. look away 
and try to image it. look back at the face. look away and image again. and 
so on. as opposed to staring at the assailant continuously. By imaging and 
looking back several times. the employee might be able to piece together 
memorial gaps in memory before the assailant leaves. Such a self-
correcting procedure should lead to superior recognition. The present 
research seeks to determine if. indeed. this procedure would be beneficial. 
The following sections examine the procedures and results of studies 
that have examined the effects of imaging. This review will be followed 
by a discussion of research examining the effects of massed versus 
distributed presentation. 
Previous Research 
Effects of Imaging. To date. there has only been a handful of studies 
that have examined the effects of post- exposure imaging on subsequent 
face recognition. In general. the results of these experiments demonstrate 
that face recognition is facilitated. However. these studies have not 
shown this imaging effect to be strong. Read (1979) presented facial 
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slides to subjects in three experimental conditions: visual - rehearsal 
(analogous to imaging), verbal - rehearsal and a control group (engaged in 
an auditory vigilance task). He found that both types of rehearsal 
increased recognition accuracy and confidence ratings; moreover, they 
produced significant reductions in response latency scores. Additionally, 
a comparison of the visual - rehearsal and control conditions revealed that 
the visual rehearsal of an image was equivalent to the continued 
observation of that picture for the same period of time. Hence, this study 
provides support for the notion that rehearsal via imaging facilitates 
recognition. 
Graefe and Watkins (1980) also have demonstrated the positive 
effects of imaging. They presented pairs of pictorial stimuli (faces, 
random shapes, outdoor scenes, simple line drawings) with a rehearsal 
interval following the stimulus presentation. Subjects were instructed to 
rehearse visually just one of the members of the stimulus pairs during the 
rehearsal interval. Subjects had been told to expect a recognition test on 
just the cued pictures, but they were instead tested for recognition of both 
the cued and uncued pictures. Graefe and Watkins found that recognition 
rates were highest for the cued pictures and that the uncued pictures 
received no benefit from the rehearsal interval. This experiment 
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demonstrates that people can exercise control over rehearsal strategies 
and that rehearsal benefits recognition. 
In an experiment conducted by Wogalter (1987), subjects were shown 
a series of target slides then were asked to perform one of four tasks: 1) 
descriptor - checklist task, 2) descriptor - generation task, 3) covert 
imaging task, or 4) irrelevant task. Subjects in the descriptor - checklist 
condition were given a Jist of adjectives and marked those adjectives they 
thought applied to the target faces. Subjects in the descriptor - generate 
condition generated their own adjectives that they thought applicable to 
the target faces. The results showed that subjects in the checklist 
condition had inferior recognition rates compared to subjects in the 
descriptor - generate condition. Furthermore, subjects in the imaging 
condition had better recognition rates than subjects in the descriptor 
checklist condition but recognition was not reliably different from the 
irrelevant or descriptor - generate conditions. In the second experiment 
by Wogalter (1987), half of the subjects in the adjective - checklist and 
adjective - generate conditions were also asked to image the faces 
simultaneously. An interesting result emerged: although there was no 
main effect of imaging, it nevertheless interacted with description tasks. 
Imaging facilitated recognition for subjects in the adjective - generate 
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condition. However, imaging led to a decrement for the adjective -
checklist condition. Wogalter argues that the detrimental effect of 
imaging for the adjective - checklist condition might be due to subjects 
imaging irrelevant stimuli. That is, subjects were exposed to terms which 
did not describe the target; imaging instructions acted to enhance the 
incorporation of inappropriate face cues into memory. 
In a study conducted by Read, Hammersley, Cross-Calvert, and 
McFadzen (in press), it was found that if subjects rehearsed a face 
immediately after seeing it. identification accuracy was lower than that of 
the control group. However, if rehearsal was delayed for 10 minutes, 
performance was enhanced. Read et al. argue that if subjects rehearse 
immediately after being exposed to a face, they will encode specific details 
of the face. In contrast, subjects who rehearse the face at a later time do 
not have access to these specific details and therefore encode less specific, 
more global representations of the face. If the target face is altered 
slightly between study and test. recognition rates are higher for those 
subjects who encoded more globally. 
The research discussed thus far virtually exhausts the reported 
literature on the effects of imaging on face recognition. There have been 
a handful of other studies that have involved post - exposure activities 
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that would seem to invoke the imaging process. They examined the 
effects of overt facial construction on recognition. Construction activity 
involves the production of a visual likeness. The underlying process of 
this overt activity may involve covert imaging, leading to improved 
recognition. However, the results of this research are conflicting. 
Facilitation has been found in some studies and negative effects in others. 
For example, Mauldin and Laughery (1981). using the Identi-Kit. found 
that recognition was facilitated by intervening constructions. Conversely, 
Hall (1977) found that subjects who had worked with a sketch artist to 
produce facial sketches had lowered recognition in comparison with 
control groups. Wogalter, Laughery and Thompson (1987) found 
facilitated recognition in one study (using the Field Identification System) 
but not in another (using the Mac-a-Mug system). Further. Davies, Ellis, 
& Shepherd (1978) found no effect of Photofit facial constructions upon 
subsequent recognition rates. 
In an effort to make sense of the conflicting results regarding 
construction effects upon face recognition, Wogalter et a1. argue that 
sketch production, Mac-A-Mug. and Photofit all require subjects to be 
exposed to alot of irrelevant pictorial detail that does not fit the target 
face. By being exposed to this, subjects somehow incorporate this 
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irrelevant detail into their memories and it is this inaccurate information 
that leads to no effect or inferior recognition. The FIS and Identi-kit lack 
large amounts of facial detail but, at the same time, they involve imaging. 
which leads to facilitation of recognition. This is hypothesized to be the 
reason why some construction procedures led to a detriment and others 
did not. 
In spite of the relatively few studies that have shown facilitative 
effects of imaging on face memory, together they show that face imaging 
facilitates memory. But the effect seems to depend on what is imaged. 
The Effects of Massed vs. Distributed Presentation. Another possible 
way to improve face recognition is to use distributed (or spaced) exposure. 
Most research on distributed practice has used either verbal stimuli (e.g., 
Feuge, 1976) or perceptual- motor stimuli (e.g., Lorge, 1930; Kimble & 
Shattel, 1952). The superiority of distributed over massed presentation 
has been demonstrated in various verbal learning applications, such as the 
learning of chapter summaries (Reder & Anderson, 1980), learning 
lectures interspersed with discussion periods (Di Vesta & Smith, 1979) or 
practice reviews (Gettinger, Bryant & Mayne, 1982), the learning of 
spelling lists (Reith, Axelrod, Anderson, Hathaway, Wood & Fitzgerald, 
1974), and the learning of word meanings (Gargagliano, 1974; Dempster, 
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1987) and foreign vocabulary words (Feuge, 1976; Siegel & Misselt, 
1984). While the distributed effect is often considered to be a general 
principle of the science of memory, the lack of research utilizing spatial 
stimuli signifies that more research in this area needs to be done. 
The logic behind distributed exposure is this: if the subject images a 
target face ~ after 2M stimulus presentation and this aids subsequent 
recognition, then if the subject sees the stimulus several times and has 
several opportunities to image the face, then recognition rates should 
increase even more. In sum. distributed presentation may be a possible 
way to improve facial recognition. 
Wright (1979) points out that there are basically two theories used to 
explain the spacing (or distributed practice) effect. The first is referred to 
as "encoding variability." According to this theory. stimuli can be encoded 
in various ways depending upon variations in the encoding process and 
differences in the cognitive/emotional state of the individual. In other 
words, the encoding of a stimulus is mediated by the encoder's 
cognitive/emotional state; if an individual encodes a stimulus in more than 
one state. the chances of the encoded material being recalled during 
similar states is therefore improved. Hence. if an individual sees a 
stimulus more than once. the chances are better that s/he will encode 
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under more than one cognitive/emotional state, thereby increasing the 
possibility of recall. 
The second theory often used to explain the distributed effect is 
referred to as the "deficient processing theory." Basically, it postulates 
that if an individual stares an a stimulus for more than a few seconds, the 
individual's attention will begin to wander and the person will soon stop 
attending to the stimulus. However, if the same stimulus is shown several 
brief times (as opposed to one longer exposure), the individual will show 
an "orienting response" each time the stimulus is again presented. The net 
result is that the individual will attend to the stimulus for a longer time 
under distributed presentation conditions than under massed conditions, 
although the total amount of time the stimulus is actually shown is 
identical for both situations. 
Knowledge of how distributed presentation functions would be of 
potential usefulness in forensic settings. For example, it could be 
incorporated into police training procedures. Should police officers be 
shown the faces of wanted persons once for an extended period of time, or 
should the police be shown the faces once a day for three days in a row? 
Distributed exposure might also be helpful for bank tellers, security 
people, convenience store employees, etc. because they are in jobs where 
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robberies are fairly frequent events. If such persons could improve their 
memories for faces, identification performance might be facilitated. 
Referring to the scenario of the convenience store employee, if distributed 
presentation does facilitate recognition, then slhe would be advised to try 
to get multiple exposures of the face and image between the exposures. 
Experiment 1 
Experiment 1 uses facial stimuli and an experimental paradigm 
incorporating both imaging and distributed practice. Based on the studies 
(mentioned above) that found beneficial effects following distributed 
presentation of stimuli (e.g., Feuge. 1976; Reith et at.. 1974; Siegel & 
Misselt, 1984), it is expected that distributed presentation will lead to 
better recognition rates than massed. Previous work on the effects of 
imaging (e. g., Graefe & Watkins, 1980; Read, 1979) suggest that 
instructions to image will promote better recognition than activities that 
distract from imaging. Furthermore, an interaction between presentation 
mode and post- exposure activity might be shown. The combination of 
distributed presentation and imaging might yield recognition rates higher 
than their linear or additive effects. 
Method 
Subjects. Seventy- two University of Richmond undergraduates 
voluntarily participated for extra credit in introductory psychology 
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courses. Subjects were tested in small groups. There were an unequal 
number of subjects in each cell: the massed - imaging condition had 19 
subjects, the massed - distractor condition contained 17 subjects, and both 
the distributed - imaging condition and the distributed - distractor 
conditions contained 18 subjects. 
Materials and Apparatys. The materials included 140 black- and-
white 35mm slides of Caucasian men who were approximately twenty 
years old. The slides were photographs of frontal, fulJ- face poses and 
represented a homogeneous group of males. The slides were taken from a 
larger pool and selection avoided faces with distinctive characteristics 
(e.g., scars, unusual hair styles, facial hair, clothing, and facial gestures). 
Of the 140 slides used, six were randomly selected to be targets and the 
remaining 134 served as distractors. The six target slides were shown in 
color at study but were shown in black- and- white in the recognition 
series. 
A Sharp Educator Synch Tape machine (Model RD-670AV) connected 
to a Kodak Carousel Slide Projector was used to present the slides at 
particular intervals. The timing was programmed by encoding a series of 
electronic pulses onto a cassette tape which, when played, caused the 
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synch machine to send a signal to the projector to advance the slides. 
Two tapes were made: one for the massed presentation condition and one 
for the distributed presentation condition. An additional tape was later 
made that triggered the synch machine to present the recognition slides at 
8 second intervals. 
The recognition response sheet consisted of 140 numbered blanks. 
The sheet also contained a set of brief instructions which told subjects 
how they were to mark their responses. More specifically, the instructions 
told subjects to mark a "Y" to signify that a face was previously presented 
or an "N" to indicate that it was not. They were also told to signify their 
degree of certainty by writing a "1", "2", or "3" following the "Y" or "N". 
The confidence ratings 1. 2, or 3 indicated (1) guessed. (2) probably 
correct. or (3) certain that the answer was correct. respectively. 
Design and Procedure. The experiment was a 2 X 2 between-
subjects design. One factor was presentation condition (massed vs. 
distributed). and the other factor was intervening task (imaging vs. 
distractor task). Subjects were randomly assigned to one of four 
conditions: massed presentation - imaging, massed presentation -
distractor task, distributed presentation - imaging, and distributed 
presentation - distractor task. Each subject was shown 6 target faces. 
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Each target face was shown for 6 seconds. The total on- time for a11 
targets equaled 36 seconds. Each of the 6 target faces was associated 
with an off- time of 30 seconds. The total off- time was 180 seconds. 
What differs between the conditions is how the on- and off-times are 
presented. The specifics of each condition follow: 
( 1 ) For the massed presentation - imaging condition. subjects viewed 
each of the six targets continuously for six seconds each. with 30 seconds 
intervening before the next facial picture. During the interval between 
presentations subjects were instructed to try to hold an image of the face 
by "seeing" or visualizing the face in front of them or in their mind. They 
were told to keep trying to visualize the face during the entire 30 second 
period following the presentation of the face. 
(2) For the massed presentation - distractor task condition. subjects 
viewed each of the six targets continuously for six seconds each, with 30 
seconds of distractor activity between presentations. During the interval 
between presentations subjects were to perform a letter- circling task. 
These subjects were told that the experiment also dealt with the 
measurement of speeded perceptual scanning. After each face 
presentation. they were told to turn to the next page in their booklets. 
Each of the six sheets contained a large array of letters and on each page 
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two different letters were printed on the top. Subjects were to circle all 
the other instances of the two letters starting from the top of the page. 
For example, if "P" & "S" were circled, subjects were to circle all the p's 
and S's on that page. They were told to do this task as fast as they could 
and, further, that they should stop letter- circling and look up at the 
presentation screen when they heard the slide projector advance. 
(3) For the distributed presentation - imaging condjtion. subjects 
viewed each of the six targets three times for two seconds each with 10 
seconds of off- time between presentations. Thus, the faces were 
presented as follows: the first face was presented for two seconds, 
followed by 10 seconds of blank (imaging) time, then the first face was 
presented a second time for two seconds, followed by another 10 seconds 
of blank time; the first face was then presented a third time for two 
seconds, followed by another 10 seconds of blank time. Then the second 
face was presented for the first time for two seconds, followed by 10 
seconds of blank (imaging) time, and so on through the sequence until the 
sixth face was presented the third time. Like the massed presentation -
imaging condition, subjects were instructed to try to hold an image of the 
face by "seeing" or visualizing it in front of them or in their mind during 
the 10 second periods following each face presentation. 
(4) For the distributed presentation - distractor task condition. 
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subjects viewed each of the six targets three times for two seconds each 
with 10 seconds of off- time between presentations. Like the massed 
presentation - distractor condition, during the interval between 
presentations subjects performed a letter- circling task. Subjects were 
told that the experiment also dealt with the measurement of speeded 
perceptual scanning. After a new face presentation, they were told turn to 
the next page in their booklets. Each of the six sheets contained a large 
array of letters and on each page two different letters were printed on the 
top. The pages were divided into thirds. After the first presentation of a 
face subjects were to circle letters on the first section of the page. After 
the second presentation of a face subjects were to work on the letters on 
the middle third of the page. And after the third and last presentation of a 
face subjects were to circle letters on the bottom section of the page. Just 
prior to the onset of the next target, subjects were instructed to turn to 
the next page in their booklets, where they would begin this process 
again. Like the other distractor task group, subjects in this condition were 
told to do this task as fast as they could but it was also emphasized that 
they should stop and look up at the presentation screen when they heard 
the slide projector advance. 
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Subjects were initially given a consent form and a booklet of forms, 
the contents of which depended on the condition. For both distractor 
conditions, the booklet contained six pages of randomly ordered letters. 
Each page had a different set of target letters printed at the top of the 
page to specify which letters to circle. For the distributed - distractor . 
condition, the letter sheets were divided into thirds with lines separating 
the sections. For the massed - distractor condition, the letter sheets were 
not broken up into sections. The booklets for the imaging conditions had 
no random letter- circling pages. 
After the study phase was completed, subjects were given a 
questionnaire which examined study strategies. Subjects required, on the 
average, approximately four minutes to complete this Questionnaire. The 
results of this questionnaire will not be discussed in this report. Following 
completion of the questionnaire, subjects were instructed how to complete 
their recognition test sheets. The specifics of the test instructions are 
reported in the Materials and. Apparatus section. Prior to the test 
sequence, subjects were told that the faces they viewed earlier might or 
might not appear in the test slides. The 140 slides were then presented 
for eight seconds each. The six target slides were presented in the slide 




Confidence scores were derived by assigning a score of 6 to the Y3's, 5 
to the Y2 '5, 4 to the Y 1 '5, 3 to the N l's, 2 to the N2 's, and 1 to the N 3 's. 
From these ratings several measures of recognition performance were 
derived. The hit- miss (HM) scores were the subjects' mean confidence 
ratings to the six target slides. If responses of 4, 5, and 6 for the targets 
are viewed as hits and given scores of one and zeros otherwise, the 
resulting means for the targets provide a proportion hit (PH) measure. 
The false alarm correct rejection (FACR) scores were means derived from 
the subjects' confidence ratings to the 134 distractor faces in the 
recognition series. Similarly, if 4, 5, and 6 responses for the distractors 
are viewed as false alarms, the resulting score provides a measure of the 
proportion of false identifications (PF A). In addition, two discrimination 
measures were used in order to eliminate effects of bias in the use of the 
rating scale. One discrimination measure was a difference between each 
subject's mean HM score and mean FACR score (HM/FACR DIFF). The 
other discrimination measure was a standardized hit- miss (SHM) score. 
This score was obtained by standardizing each persons' responses to all 
the photographs in the recognition series and then taking a mean for the 
targets. Signal detection analyses were not used in the present 
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experiments because only six target photographs were viewed. and 
therefore, only a small number of hits per subject were possible. 
Separate 2 X 2 between- subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 
carried out using each of the six measures. Significant effects are based 
on probability levels (p) of less than .05. The top rows of each cell in 
Table 1 show the mean HM and PH scores (PH scores are shown in 
parentheses). Higher hit scores signify better performance. The ANOV A 
using the HM measure showed statistically reliable main effects of 
presentation condition (massed vs. distributed) and intervening task 
(imaging vs. distractor), F (1, 68) = 12.32, MSe = .733,Q < .001, and F (1, 
68) = 12.00. MSe = .733.11 < .001. respectively, demonstrating better 
recognition for the groups that had distributed presentation and for the 
groups that imaged the faces. However. the ANOVA also yielded a 
significant interaction of presentation condition and intervening task. F ( I, 
68) -= 3.98. M.Se K: .733. n < .05. Examination of the HM means in Table 1 
shows that the interaction is primarily due to lower target recognition in 
the massed - distractor condition compared to the other conditions 




Mean recognition scores as a function of exposure and intervening task 
conditions 
EXPOSURE CONDITION 
Massed Distributed Mean 
Imaging HM (PH) 4.72 (,80) 5.03 (,81) 4.88 (,81) 
FACR (PFA) 2.22 ('2I) 1.95 (.16) 2.09 (,80) 
HM/F ACR DIH (SHM) 2.50 (1.85) 3.!)8 (2.23) 2.79 (2.04) 
INTERVENING TASK 
Distractor HM (PH) 3.62 (,49) 4.73 (,84) 4.18 (8) 
FACR(PFAI 2.54 (,281 2.40 (24) 2.47 (26) 
HM/F ACR DIH (SHM) 1.08 <.711 2.33 (1.60 1.71 (1.16) 
Mean HM (PH) 4.17 (,64) 4.88 (,83) 
FACR (PH) 2.38 (,25) 2.175 (,20) 




Examination of the PH means within Table 1 show the same pattern 
as the HM measure. The ANOV A yielded significant main effects for both 
the presentation condition and the intervening task, F 0, 68) = 15.94, MSe 
= .039,11 < .001, and F (1,68) = 8.97, MSe = .039,11 < .004, respectively, and 
an interaction, E (I, 68) = 12.91,.MSe = .039, Jl < .0001. Like the HM 
means, the PH interaction is due to lower target recognition in the massed 
- distractor condition (L.S.D ..... 57) compared to the other conditions 
which do not differ among themselves. 
The mean F ACR and PF A scores are presented in the second row of 
each cell of Table 1. Lower false alarm scores signify better performance. 
The ANOVA on the F ACR scores showed a statistically significant main 
effect of the intervening task, F (1, 68) ... 5.41, MSe ... .493, Jl < .03, 
demonstrating lower F ACR scores for the imaging conditions. 
Examination of the right column of Table 1 shows that imaging produces 
lower F ACR scores than the distractor task. No effect of presentation 
condition nor an interaction was noted, E (1,68) - 1.49, MSe - .493, n > 
.05, and E (1,68) < 1.0, respectively. The pattern of the PFA results 
parallel the F ACR results. A statistically significant effect of the 
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intervening task was shown, E ( I, 68) = 5.03, .M.Se = .022, n. < .03. Imaging 
produces lower PF A scores than the distractor task. There was no effect 
of presentation condition nor an interaction. E ( I, 68) - 1.80 • .MSe - .022, n. 
> .05, and F < 1.0, respectively. 
The third row of each cell in Table 1 shows the means for the two 
discrimination measures: the difference scores between individual mean 
HM and FACR scores (HM/FACR DIFF), and the standardized hit- miss 
measure (SHM). An ANOVA with the HM/FACR DIFF scores indicated 
significant main effects for both presentation condition and intervening 
task, F (1, 68) '" 17.17, M.Se = .869, n. < .05, and F (1, 68) - 24.34. MSe -
.869, n. < .05. respectively. Subjects in the distributed presentation 
conditions discriminated better than those in the massed conditions. 
Furthermore, subjects in the imaging conditions discriminated better 
than subjects in the distractor task conditions. There was no significant 
interaction, F (1, 68) = 2.30, MSe = .87, n. > .05. The SHM scores showed 
the same pattern of results as the HM/F ACR DIFF scores. An ANOV A on 




F ( 1, 68) = 10.86. MSe = .684. R < .05, and intervening task. F (1. 68) = 
20.23,.MSe ... 684, R <.05. Discrimination performance was higher for 
distributed than for massed presentations and higher after imaging than 
after working on the distractor task. Again. there was no significant 
interaction, F (1, 68) .. 1.77. MSe - .684. R > .05. 
Discussion 
The target hit results showed that when study is not distributed and 
imaging is prevented, then performance is lower. The interaction 
between exposure condition and intervening task demonstrated that 
recognition is especialJy low for the massed - distractor condition. This 
interaction indicated that the effects are not additive; rather, distributed 
presentation and imaging (either atone or together) will promote 
maximum recognition. A ceiling effect appeared to be present with regard 
to the target hit means. Indeed, with the more sensitive discrimination 
measures, additive effects of presentation mode and post- exposure task 
were seen. The highest recognition performance is seen with the 
combination of distributed presentation and post- exposure imaging. 
Experiment 2 
The first experiment dealt with the beneficial effects of imaging and 
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distributed presentation using face stimuli. A second experiment examines 
the effects of distributed practice and imaging on another type of complex 
visual- pictorial material. Rather than faces, pictures of poisonous plants 
were shown to subjects. This class of stimuli was chosen for two reasons: 
first, it was of interest to determine whether the conclusions drawn from 
Experiment 1 are specific to faces or are more general. Would similar 
results be found with a different class of complex visual stimuli with 
which people are less familiar (i.e., processed less frequently). Second, 
people are more familiar with faces than with poisonous plants, therefore 
it should be more difficult for subjects to distinguish the latter class of 
stimuli than the former. This might reduce recognition and also might 
reduce the effectiveness of distributed or imaging conditions. 
It was decided to utilize a different distractor activity in the second 
experiment. This decision was motivated by concern that some imaging 
might still occur while subjects were engaged in the distractor Oetter-
circling) task. Previous research (e. g., Reitman, 1971) has shown that the 
performance of tasks with content similar to what is being stored in 
memory leads to a recognition decrement. In order to determine if this 
effect works with visual as well as verbal stimUli, it was decided to utilize 




subjects either imaged the plant just presented (the imaging condition) or 
image a face that was shown prior to the plant slides during the off- times 
(the distractor condition). It is hoped that the modified distractor activity 
used in this second experiment will be as effective or more effective at 
preventing rehearsal due to its visual nature than the distractor task used 
in Experiment 1. 
The second study compares the effect of post- exposure imaging 
(imaging plants vs. imaging a distractor face) and mode of presentation 
(massed VS. distributed) on subsequent recognition of target plant slides. 
One might expect, based on the previous experiment, a similar pattern of 
results or, because of the differences in the stimuli and the distractor task, 
a different pattern could emerge. 
Method 
Subjects. Eighty University of Richmond undergraduates participated 
in this experiment for fulfillment of introductory psychology course 
requirements. There were 20 subjects in each condition. 
Materials and Aoparatus. The materials included seventy- eight color 
35mm slides of poisonous plants, of which six were randomly chosen to be 
targets. The same target pictures were used at study and test 0. e. , they 
were not different depictions of the same plants). The tapes were 
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prepared using a BASIC computer program, which allows the production 
of a more accurate timing program than is possible using a stopwatch. 
The recognition test sheet was almost identical to the one used in 
Experiment 1. Subjects were also given a form which asked them to rate 
how much imaging they did during the blank- time intervals. The rating 
was on a one to seven scale: "one" meaning that the subjects imaged the 
plants all the time, "four" indicating that they imaged the face and plant 
equally and a rating of "seven" meaning that the subject imaged the face 
all the time. A sheet of cardboard with eighteen 4 x 6 black- and- white 
photographs was used to test for recognition of the distractor face. The 
photographs were arranged in three rows of six photographs each. Under 
each photograph were the letters "A" through "Q", with each picture 
having only one of the letters below it. 
Design and Procedure. The experiment was a 2 X 2 between-
subjects design. One factor was exposure condition (massed vs. 
distributed) and the other was intervening task (imaging the plant vs. 
imaging the face). Subjects were randomly assigned to one of four 
conditions: 1) massed - imaging, 2) massed - distractor, 3) distributed -
imaging, and 4) distributed - distractor. The total on- time for all 
conditions was 36 seconds, while the total off- time for all conditions was 
180 seconds. The specifics of each condition follow: 
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1) For the massed presentation - imaging condition. subjects were 
shown each of the six target plant slides continuously for six seconds each. 
with 30 seconds of off- time before the next target presentation. During 
the interval between presentations. subjects were instructed to try to 
image the plant just presented. They were told to keep trying to visualize 
the plant during the entire 30 second period following the presentation of 
the plant. 
2) For the massed presentation - distractor condition, subjects were 
shown a randomly selected facial slide for six seconds, then were shown 
the six target plant slides continuously for six seconds each, with 30 
seconds of off- time between each target. During the off- time, subjects 
were instructed not to image the plant just presented but to image the 
face shown at the beginning of the presentation. They were told to 
continue to image the face during the entire 30 second period following 
the presentation of the plant slide. 
3) For the distributed presentation - imaging condition. subjects were 
shown each of the six target plant slides three times for two seconds each, 
with 10 seconds of off- time between presentations. Subjects were 




4) For the distributed presentation - distractor condition. subjects 
were shown the same randomly selected facial slide for six seconds. then 
viewed each of the six target plant slides three times for two seconds 
each. with 10 seconds of off- time between presentations. Subjects were 
told to image the face during the off- time. 
In this study, no questionnaire was given to subjects between study 
and test. After the study phase was completed. the subjects were given a 
recognition test sheet and instructed how to complete it. Prior to the test 
sequence, subjects were told that the plants they viewed earlier might or 
might not appear in the test slides. The recognition test slides were then 
shown for eight seconds each. The six target slides were presented in the 
slide recognition series in positions 40. 48,53.59,66 and 71. 
After the recognition test. subjects were asked to rate the amount and 
type of imaging they did according to the scale on the form described in 
the Materials and Apparatus section. The subjects then wrote this rating 
number in space 99 on their recognition test sheet. The subjects were 
then shown the 18 facial photographs described in the Materials and 
Apparatus section. The subjects were asked to write down the letter that 
corresponded to the face that they were shown at the beginning of the 
experiment. Beside this letter they were instructed to indicate their 
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confidence in their answer using the same scale utilized to rank their 
confidence for the recognition slides. Both the target letter and its 
confidence rating were placed in space 100 on the recognition test sheet. 
The target face was in position "P" and it was located on the bottom row. 
third photograph from the right. 
Results 
It should be emphasized that. in this experiment. the plant slides served 
as targets and imaging the initial facial slide was the distractor task. The 
same recognition performance measures used in Experiment 1 were also 
examined here. The mean recognition performance scores are presented 
in Table 2. 
A separate 2 x 2 between- subjects ANOV A was performed on each of 
these measures. The ANOVA using the HM measure showed no 
significant main effect for exposure conditions (massed vs. distributed). E < 
1.0. There was a significant main effect for post- exposure task (imaging 
the plants vs. imaging the distractor face). E 0.76) - 13.73 . .M.Se - .870. n 
< .001. These means show that subjects who were instructed to image the 
plants during the off- time had significantly higher HM scores than 




Mean recognition measures as a function of imaging task and exposure 
EXPOSURE CONDITION 
Massed Distributed Mean 
Face HM (PH) 2.83 <.38) 2.78 <.37) 2.81 <.38) 
FACR (PFA) 2.07 (,20) 1.82 <.I3) 1.95 (.17) 
HM/fACR DIFF (SHM) 0.77 (1.0t) 0.96 (.74) 0.86 (.88) 
IMAGING TASK 
Plants HM (PH) 3.70 (,56) 3A6 (A8) 3.58 (,52) 
FACR(PfA) 2.25 (,23) 1.96 (.17) 2.10 (,20) 
HM/F ACR DlFF (SHM) lAS (,90) 1.50 (,98) lA8 (.1)4) 
Mean HM (PH) 3.27 (A7) 3.14 (.43) 
FACR (PFA) 2.16 (,20 1.90 US) 
HM/F ACR DlFF (SHM) 1.11 (,95) 1.24 (,87) 
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significant interaction between exposure and intervening task. E < 1.0. 
The ANOVA using the PH measure showed no effect of presentation 
mode, F < 1.0. There was a significant main effect for the post- exposure 
task, F (1,76) ... 7.07, MSe .... 056,11 < .0 L Subjects who imaged the plants 
had significantly higher PH scores than subjects who imaged the 
distractor face. There was no interaction, E < 1.0. 
The mean F ACR and PF A scores are presented in the second row of 
each cell of Table 2. Relative to the hit measures, the false alarm scores 
show a different pattern of results. The ANOV A using the F ACR measure 
showed a marginal effect of presentation mode, F (1,76) .. 3.54, MSe = 
.400,11- .06, suggesting a trend towards more false alarms for the massed 
conditions. There was no significant main effect for the post- exposure 
task, F (1,76) ... 1.26, MSe ... .400,11) .05. The interaction was also not 
significant, E < 1.0. Regarding the PF A scores, the ANOVA indicated a 
significant effect of presentation mode, E (1, 76) - 5.14, MSe - .016,11 < 
.03. This indicates that subjects in the massed conditions had significantly 
greater false alarms than subjects in the distributed conditions. No 
significant main effect for post- exposure task was found, E ( 1, 76) - 1.13, 
M.Se - .016. n. > .05. There was no significant interaction. E < 1.0. 
The third row of each cell in Table 2 shows the means for the 
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HM/F ACR DIFF and SHM scores. The ANOVA using the HM/F ACR DIFF 
measure demonstrated no significant main effect for exposure condition. E 
< 1.0. A significant main effect for post- exposure task was found. F 
(1,76) = 10.99, MSe= .686, n. = .001. Subjects who imaged the plants had 
significantly higher HM/F ACR scores than subjects who imaged the 
distractor face. There was no interaction. E < 1.0. The ANOV A using the 
SHM scores yielded no significant main effects (both Fs ( 1.0). There was 
also no interaction, E (1. 76) - 1.18. M.Se - .509, n. > .05. 
A separate AN OVA was performed on the initial face data. The results 
showed no effect of presentation mode. E (1, 76) - 1.32, MSe ... 1.94, n. > 
.05. There was, however, a significant effect for imaging task, .E. (1, 76) -
41.84. MSe - 1.94, n. - .0001. This result indicates that subjects in the 
image plant conditions claimed to have imaged the plants almost 
exclusively (mean = 2.44), whereas subjects in the image face conditions 
claimed to have imaged the face and plants about equally (mean = 4.46). 
There was no significant interaction between imaging task and 
presentation mode. EO. 76) - 1.17.MSe - 1.94.Q> .05. 
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Another ANOVA was performed on the initial face data to determine if 
subjects in any conditions had higher recognition scores for the initial 
face. Subjects in the image face conditions would be expected to have 
higher recognition for the initial face than subjects who imaged the plants. 
There was a trend for the image face condition (mean - .80) to have 
higher recognition than the image plant condition (mean - .76) However. 
the ANOV A showed no effect of presentation mode (E < 1.0) nor 
post-exposure task (E < 1.0). Further. there was no significant interaction. 
F < 1.0. The means showed that performance was rather high in all 
conditions (means ranged from.7 to .81.) This may be indicative of 
ceiling effects. 
Discussion 
The goal of Experiment 2 was to examine whether a different set of 
stimuli (plants) would show the same or different pattern of recognition as 
Experiment 1 (faces). Subjects in the massed - imaging and distributed -
imaging conditions were instructed to image the plant that they had just 
seen. Subjects in the distractor conditions imaged a face. Subjects who 
imaged the plants had higher mean HM and PH scores than subjects who 
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imaged the distractor face. This was also apparent in the HM/F ACR DIFF 
scores. The effects of imaging seem to generalize across classes of stimuli. 
This imaging effect is consistent with that found for faces in Experiment 
1. 
There are some interesting and somewhat puzzling discrepancies 
between the two studies. however. For Experiment 1. a mode of 
presentation effect was found for faces using the hit and discrimination 
measures. However. such a finding was not found in Experiment 2. 
However, the superiority of distributed over massed presentation was 
seen for plants using the false alarm measures. particularly the PF A 
scores. Apparently, distributed presentation does facilitate plant 
recognition but it does so in a different way than for faces. If subjects can 
discriminate between faces easier than they can between plants, then this 
inability to effectively discriminate between plants might act to change 
the massed/distributed effect. This might be due to a response criterion 
difference that emerges when subjects try to distinguish between these 
two different classes of stimuli. 
Experiment 3 
There are some obvious inconsistencies between the results for 
Experiments 1 and 2; therefore. a third study was undertaken in an 
attempt to resolve some of these discrepancies. 
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There are two important differences between Experiments 1 and 2 
and Experiment 3. First. the third study compares the effects of two 
different post- exposure distractor activities upon subsequent recognition. 
These distractor activities are similar to those used in Experiments 1 and 
2-- specifically. letter- Circling and a visual distractor task. The effects of 
the two distractor activities are compared to the effect of imaging the 
target slides. Would both kinds of distractor activities show equal 
interference? 
Second. in the third experiment half of the targets shown to the 
subjects are the same view at study and test while the other half are 
shown from different views at study and test. What is the rationale for 
doing this? Let us return to the convenience store scenario. Suppose the 
convenience store cashier is the victim of a robbery. The police will likely 
ask the cashier to go to the station to look through a "mug file" book in 
order to identify the assailant.. Let us suppose that the assailant's picture 
is in the mug file book. If the cashier's memory of the assailant's face 
exists as a type of "picture" in his/her mind. then recognition will occur if 
the "mental picture" and the mug file picture correspond. The problem is 
that even if the assailant's picture is in the mug file, the picture will 
almost certainly be different from the cashier's mental image. The 
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suspect's picture. if present in the mugrile. is likely to have been taken at a 
different time period than the eyewitness incident. Features change over 
time. as do hair styles. clothing and facial expressions. Additionally. there 
is a good possibility that the picture of the assailant in the mug rile will be 
from a different view (or angle) than the view the cashier had of the 
assailant during the robbery. Since these variables (e.g .. different facial 
expressions. hair styles. clothing. lighting. view. etc,) are present in 
forensic settings. experiments that ignore such factors would seem to 
threaten ecological validity. In order to make experiments such as these 
more applicable to real world situations. the stimuli should be varied from 
initial presentation to recognition test. In the first two experiments. the 
target slides were nearly identical from study to test. (Experiment 1 did 
have a change from color to black- and- white.) In order to increase the 
ecological validity. subjects in Experiment 3 saw some targets from the 
same view at study and test and others from different views at study and 
test (pictures of the targets taken a year later). This manipulation enables 
one to examine whether the effects of presentation mode and post-
exposure task differ as a function of the kind of picture view at study and 
test. 
Method 
Subjects. Ninety- six undergraduates were recruited from the 
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Richmond and Lynchburg areas. All voluntarily participated for either 
extra course credit or for $3.00. Subjects were tested in small groups and 
were also given consent and debriefing forms. 
Materials and Apparatus. The materials included 12 facial target 
slides (6 faces, 2 views of each), 73 recognition distractor slides, and one 
initially- studied face distractor slide. All of the slides were reproduced 
from 1980 and 1981 University of Richmond yearbooks and represented a 
homogeneous set of males. Yearbook pictures of the targets from a year 
earlier or later were reproduced and served as the different view slides. 
The present study makes use of an improved timing device for the 
presentation and intervening task intervals. The three tapes were 
prepared using a Macintosh computer program. (The synch machine was 
used for playback.) All other materials were similar to those used in 
Experiments 1 and 2. 
Design and Procedure. Using the hit and discrimination measures, 
the experiment was a 2 X 3 X 2 mixed design. There were two between-
subjects variables and one within- subjects variable. The first factor was 
presentation method (massed vs. distributed). The second factor was 
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post- exposure task (imaging the target faces, imaging a distractor face or 
performing a letter- circling activity). The third factor was a repeated 
measures factor; this variable was test view (i. e., whether or not the 
targets were shown from the same view or from a different orientation at 
test.) A 2 (presentation mode) x 3 (post- exposure task) between- subjects 
ANOVA was performed on the FACR and PFA measures and a 2 
(presentation mode) x 3 (post- exposure task) x 2 (test view) between-
subjects ANOVA was performed on the initial face data. 
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of six conditions: 1) massed -
imaging targets. 2} distributed - imaging targets, 3) massed - imaging 
initial face, 4) distributed - imaging initial face,S) massed - letter circling, 
or 6) distributed - letter circling. The total on- time for all conditions was 
36 seconds (6 seconds for each of the 6 target faces), while the total off-
time across conditions was 180 seconds (30 seconds for each of the 6 
target faces). The specifics follow: 
The initial face, like the targets. was either shown from the same or 
different view at test. All subjects in all conditions were first shown the 
initial facial slide for 2 seconds. Subjects in the "imaging initial face" 
conditions were instructed to image this initial face during all the off-
times. Subjects in the "imaging targets" and "letter- circling" conditions 
were simply told to try to remember the face. 
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1) For the massed presentation - imaging condition. subjects were 
shown each of the six target slides continuously for six seconds each, with 
30 seconds of off- time before the next target presentation. During the 30 
second interval between presentations, subjects were instructed to try to 
image the most recently seen face. They were told to keep trying to 
visualize the face during the entire 30 second period. 
2) For the distributed presentation - imaging condition. subjects were 
shown each of the six target slides three times for two seconds each, with 
10 seconds of of(- time between presentations. During the 10 second 
interval between presentations, subjects were instructed to try to image 
the most recently seen face. 
3) For the massed presentation - imaging initial face condition, 
subjects were told to image the initial face (not the targets) during all off-
time periods. Then the subjects were shown each of the six target slides 
continuously for six seconds each, with 30 seconds of off- time after each 
target presentation. They were told to keep trying to visualize the initial 
face during the 30 second period. 
4) For the distributed presentation - imaging initial face condition. 
Subjects were told to image the initial face (not the targets) during all off-
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time periods. Then the subjects were shown each of the six target slides 
three times for two seconds each. with 10 seconds of off- time between 
presentations. They were told to keep trying to visualize the initial face 
during the 10 second period. 
5) For the massed presentation - letter- circling condition. subjects 
were shown each of the six target slides continuously for six seconds each. 
with 30 seconds of off-time before the next target presentation. During 
the 30 second interval between presentations. subjects were instructed to 
perform a letter- circling task. These subjects were told that the 
experiment also dealt with the measurement of speeded perceptual 
scanning. The random letter pages and the instructions given subjects for 
completing them are identical to the massed- distractor condition of 
Experiment 1. 
6) For the distributed presentation - letter- circling condition. 
subjects were shown each of the six target slides three times for two 
seconds each. with 10 seconds of off- time between presentations. During 
the 10 second interval between presentations. subjects were instructed to 
perform a letter- circling task. The random letter pages and the 
instructions given subjects for completing them are identical to the 
distributed presentation - distractor condition of Experiment 1. 
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Subjects were given a booklet containing forms that depended on the 
condition. For both letter- circling conditions. the booklet contained six 
pages of randomly ordered letters. Each page had a different set of target 
letters printed at the top of the page to specify which letters to circle. For 
the distributed presentation - letter- circling condition. the letter sheets 
were divided into thirds with lines separating the sections. For the 
massed presentation - letter- circling condition, the letter sheets were not 
broken up into sections. The booklets for the imaging conditions 
contained no letter- circling pages. 
After the study phase (presentation of targets and completion of post-
exposure tasks) was completed, subjects were given a questionnaire 
which asked subjects to rank themselves on their visual/spatial and 
verbal/analytical skills. They were also asked to describe whatever study 
strategies they employed to help them remember the targets. The results 
of this questionnaire will not be discussed in this report. Following 
completion of the questionnaire (which took approximately two to four 
minutes), subjects were instructed how to complete their recognition test 
sheets. The specifics of these instructions are reported in the Materials 
and Apparatus section of Experiment 1. Subjects were told that the faces 
they viewed earlier might or might not appear in the recognition test 
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series. The 80 slides were then presented for eight seconds each. The six 
target slides were presented in the slide recognition series in positions 42, 
50, 56, 63, 65 and 73. The initial face was presented in position 76. 
All target slides were counterbalanced. Targets 1, 3, and 5 were 
assigned the label "x"; targets 2, 4, and 6 were labeled "y". Each of the six 
conditions was subdivided into four subconditions of four subjects each. 
The end result was that half of the subjects saw targets 1, 3, and 5 from 
the same view at test and targets 2, 4, and 6 from a different view, white 
the other half saw targets 1, 3, and 5 from a different view at test and 
targets 2, 4, and 6 from the same view at test. Subjects were randomly 
assigned to the subconditions that dealt with the counterbalancing of the 
slide groupings "x" and "y" and the same and different initial face views. 
Results 
The same recognition performance measures used in Experiments 1 
and 2 were also examined here. The mean recognition performance 
scores are presented in Table 3. 
A 2 (presentation mode) X 3 (post- exposure task) X 2 (test view) 




Mean recognition scores as a function of exposure condition. post-exposure 
task and viewing conditions 
EXPOSURE COODITION 
HMCPH) 
Imaging Targets FACR CPFA) 
HM/FACR Dlff CSHM) 
HM(PH) 
Imaging Inttlal face FACR(PFA) 
HM/FACR DIFF (SHM) 
HM(PH) 
Leller-(irchng FACR(PFA) 




5.71 (,958) 3.73 (.604) 
2.57 (,280) 
3.14 (1.92) 1.16<.595) 
5.00 (,854) 3.59 (,562) 
2.77 (,342) 
2.23 (1.43) .814 (.407) 
3.731.583) 3.73 (.625) 
2.47 (,267) 




5.65 (,938) 3.92 (,625) 
2.40 (.272) 
3.25 (1.91> 1.52 (.798) 
5.31 (,896) 3.17 (,500) 
2.21 (,233) 
3.11 (2.10 .961 (,493) 
4.54 (,729) 3.13(.417) 
2.52 (.264) 
2.02 (1.32) .607 (,299) 
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PH) and the two discrimination measures (HM/FACR DIFF and SHM). 
The ANOVA using the HM measure showed no significant main effect 
for presentation mode (massed versus distributed presentation), F (1, 90) < 
1.0. However. there was a significant main effect for post- exposure task 
(for imaging targets, mean = 4.75; for imaging the initial face, mean = 4.27; 
for tetter- circling. mean = 3.78), F (2, 90) - 9.47. MSe - 1.59. Jl < .001. 
Comparisons between these means indicate that subjects in the image 
target conditions had significantly higher HM scores than subjects in the 
letter- circling conditions (Fisher's L.S.D. - .63). Subjects in the image 
initial face condition produced HM scores that were intermediate but did 
not differ from the other two conditions. There was no significant 
presentation mode x post- exposure task interaction. E < 1.0. 
There was a significant main effect for test view O. e .. whether the 
same view or a different view of the target was shown at test), E ( 1, 90) = 
114.86. MSe = .876, Jl < .001. Subjects who saw the same face at study 
and test had greater HM scores (mean = 4.99) than subjects who saw a 
different view at study and test (mean = 3.54). Test view also interacted 
separately with presentation mode and post- exposure task. E ( 1. 90) = 








HM (PH) 4.81 (.799) 5.17 (,854) 
Same 
HM/FACR DIFF (SHM) 2.21 (1.39) 2.79 <1.78) 
TEST VIEW 
HM (PH) 3.68 (,597) 3.40 (,514) 
Different 
HM/F ACR DIFF (SHM) 1.08 (.5()4) 1.03 (,53) 
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respectively. Examination of the test view x presentation mode means 
show that the difference between same versus different test 
pictures was larger under distributed presentation than under massed 
(Fisher's Least Significant Difference:: .38 at alpha level .05). These 
means can be seen in Table 4. 
Examination of the test view x post- exposure task condition means 
shows that subjects who imaged the target face had higher recognition 
than subjects who imaged the initial (distractor) face who, in turn, had 
higher recognition than subjects who letter- circled during the post-
exposure period, but this was only true when subjects saw the same view 
at study and test (L.S.D . ., .47). There was no differential effect of post-
exposure activity when a different view was seen at study and test. 
These means can be seen in Table 5. 
However, the ANOVA also yielded a small but significant three factor 
interaction between exposure condition, post- exposure task, and viewing 
condition, F (2, 90) .. 3.20, MSe co .876, Q < .05. Close examination of the 
means in Table 3 show the same test view x post- exposure task 
interaction pattern for both massed and distributed presentation except 




Mean recognition measures as a function of test view and post-exposure 
POST-EXPOSURE TASK 
Image Targets Image Initial Face Letter-Circ:JJDg 
HM (PH) 5.68 (.948) 5.16 (.875) 4.14 (.656) 
Same 
HM/F ACR DIFF (SHM) 3.19 (1.92) 2.670.77) 1.64 (1.06) 
TEST VIEW 
HM (PH) 3.82 (,615) 3.38 <.531) 3.43 (,520 
Different 
HM/F ACR DIH (SHM) 1.34 ('69b) .887 (,45) .934 (,539) 
and test under distributed presentation had higher recognition 
performance when they imaged the target face than if they had 
performed the other two post- exposure activities (L.S.D. - .66). 
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The ANOVA on the PH scores revealed no significant main effect for 
presentation mode, E < 1.0. There was, however, a significant main effect 
for post- exposure task, E (2, 90) -= 6.09, M.Se - .099, Q < .01. Comparisons 
among these means showed the same pattern as the HM scores (L.S.D. = 
.16). Specifically, subjects in the image target conditions (mean = .781) 
had significantly higher PH scores than subjects in the letter- circling 
conditions (mean = .703). Subjects in the image initial face conditions 
(mean = .589) produced PH scores that were intermediate but that did 
not differ significantly from the other two conditions. There was no 
interaction between presentation mode and post- exposure task, E < 1.0. 
A main effect for test view was shown, F (1, 90) '" 53.43, MSe .... 066, 
Q = .0001. Subjects who saw the same target at both study and test had 
higher PH scores (mean = .826) than subjects who saw a different view at 
study and test (mean = 556). The presentation mode x test view 
interaction was marginal but not significant, F (1, 90) - 3.51, MSe - .066, Q 
< .07. There was a significant interaction between post- exposure task and 
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test view, F (2, 90) = 3.35, MSe = .066, 11 < .05. (These means can be seen 
in Table 5.) When given the same view at both study and test, the post-
exposure activity of letter- circling led to significantly lower recognition 
than either imaging the targets or imaging the initial face. However, 
when given a different study to test view, performance was low and post-
exposure activity did not matter (L.S.D. = .13). The three- factor 
interaction source was marginal but not significant, E (2, 90) .. 2.43. MSe .. 
. 066. D. < .1 O. 
A 2 X 3 between- subjects ANOV A was performed on the F ACR and 
PF A measures. The ANOV A on the F ACR scores showed no significant 
main effect for either presentation mode or post- exposure task. F (1.90) = 
2.15, MSe - .592,11 > .05 and F < 1.0. respectively. There was also no 
significant interaction, F (2, 90) - 1.31, MSe - .592,11 > .05. The ANOV A 
on the PF A scores was similar. There were no significant main effects for 
either presentation mode or post- exposure task (both F's < 1.0). Again, 
there was no significant interaction, F (2, 90) .. 1.32, MSe ... 027,11 > .05. 
From the examination of Table 3, one can see that the pattern of the 
HM/F ACR DIFF and the SHM means is nearly identical to that of the HM 
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means. The ANOVA on these scores produced the same pattern of effects 
as the HM scores, with the only exception being the finding of a marginal 
three- factor interaction using the SHM scores. F (2, 90) - 3.01, .M.Se -
.501, Q < .06. This effect was significant using the HM measure. The 
complete ANOVA summary tables can be found in the Appendix. 
The data regarding the initial face was analyzed using a 2 x 3 x 2 
between- subjects ANOVA. The ANOV A using the HM measure yielded 
no significant main effect for either presentation mode or post- exposure 
task. (both E's < 1.0). There was no significant interaction, £ < 1.0. There 
was, however, a significant main effect for target view, F (1,84) = 32.72, 
M.Se ... 3.00, Q < .001, indicating that recognition is higher for the same 
view (mean - 5.104) than for different view (mean - 3.083). There were 
no other significant effects. The ANOVA on the PH. HM/FACR DIFF and 
SHM measures all showed the same test view effect (and no others). The 
ANOV A summary tables and means for these measures can be found in the 
Appendix. 
Discussion 
The third experiment had three purposes: 1) to replicate the results of 
Experiment 1 using the same type of stimuli. 2) to compare the 
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effectiveness of two different distractor activities. and 3) to compare 
recognition scores when targets were changed from study to test. 
Inspection of the HM and PH scores reveals no presentation exposure 
main effect, suggesting that. in general. distributed presentation has no 
advantage over massed. However. the HM and HM/F ACR DIFF scores 
did reveal a significant interaction of presentation mode. intervening task 
and test view which indicated that subjects in the different view/image 
targets conditions performed better if they received distributed 
presentation compared to those who received massed presentation. 
In general. performance was Quite poor for the different view 
conditions, but as mentioned above the combination of distributed 
presentation and imaging enhanced performance compared to the other 
different view condition. Why might this be the case? Subjects in the 
massed conditions were exposed to the targets for relatively long periods 
of consecutive time; they had time to "stare" at the faces. As a result. these 
subjects may have encoded very specific features of the target faces. On 
the other hand, subjects in the distributed conditions got several brief 
glimpses of the targets. The distributed subjects may have encoded more 
global (i.e .• general) features. Thus. when the faces were altered between 
study and test. the more global (and unchanging) information that they 
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encoded might have been more useful for recognition than specific details 
which were no longer valid or helpful. As similar effect was found by 
Read et al. (in press). 
An effect for post- exposure task was shown for all of the target 
recognition scores (HM, PH, HM/FACR DIFF, and SHM). The results 
show that imaging the targets yields better recognition scores than 
performing a letter- circling task, but this effect seemed to be true only 
when the same view was shown at study and test (with the exception 
noted above regarding the three- factor interaction effect). Based upon 
the results of Experiment 2, one would have expected lower recognition 
for the image initial face conditions than for the image targets conditions. 
This was not found. This result could be due to either the difficulty of the 
image initial face task or to the subject's failure to follow instructions. 
Many subjects commented that it was very difficult to image the initial 
face; perhaps this distractor task was too taxing for the subjects, perhaps 
they simply did not put out the effort to perform such a demanding task or 
perhaps, as recognition performance of the initial face indicates, they just 
did not image the initial face to the extent that was requested. If the 
subjects in the image initial face condition had performed as requested, 
they should have performed better on their recognition of this face at test 
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than subjects who imaged the target face or who did the letter circling 
task. but they did not. 
An effect for test view was also found. showing that subjects in 
general recognize targets shown from the same view at both study and 
test better than from different views. This was true for both target and 
initial face recognition. Additionally. analysis revealed a significant 
interaction between post- exposure task and test view. When subjects 
saw the same view at study and test. letter- circling led to lower 
recognition than imaging the initial face. which was in turn lower than 
imaging the previous face. Again. this may be due to the difficulty of the 
imaging initial face task or to the subject's unwiHingness to perform such 
a taxing task. This result also suggests that imaging the initial face is not 
as interfering as has been supposed (relative to the letter- circling task). 
These results suggest. then. that letter- circling is an effective distractor 
task. 
General Discussion 
The purpose of these three experiments was to explore the effects of 
1) massed vs. distributed presentation of two kinds of complex visual-
spatial stimuli (faces and plants). and 2) imaging and various post-
exposure tasks on subsequent recognition performance. This discussion 
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addresses the following topics: consistent findings across experiments. 
inconsistent findings. theoretical and applied implications. and suggestions 
for future research. 
Experiment 1 showed that subjects who imaged the target faces had 
higher recognition discrimination scores (and lower false alarms) than 
subjects in the distractor task conditions. Further. subjects in the 
distributed conditions had better recognition discrimination scores than 
subjects in the massed conditions. The discrimination measures indicated 
that the effects of presentation mode and post- exposure task is additive 
(i.e .. the highest recognition performance is seen with the combination of 
distributed presentation and imaging and the worst with massed 
presentation and letter- circling). However. the two target hit scores (HM 
and PH) showed that these two factors interact. but this appeared to be 
due a ceiling effect as three of the conditions had scores near the possible 
upper limit. 
Experiment 2 examined the .effect of presentation mode and post-
exposure task on a different kind of complex visual- spatial stimuli--
pictures of plants. The target hit measures (HM. PH) and one of the 
discrimination measures showed that recognition performance was 
enhanced by imaging the previously seen target compared to doing the 
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distractor imaging task (imaging the initial face). Not only does this 
strongly support previous research on the beneficial effects of imaging. 
but it suggests that the effect can be generalized across other kinds of 
complex visual- spatial stimuli. Superiority of distributed presentation 
was only shown by the PF A scores. Distributed presentation decreased 
false alarms compared to massed presentation. Why the hit measures or 
the discrimination measures did not show this effect is not clear. but may 
be due to differences in the stimuli used or due to response criterion 
differences which might have been affected by the use of less familiar 
stimuli in this experiment. 
Experiment 3 compared the effects of imaging with two kinds of 
distractor tasks and showed that imaging the target face produced better 
recognition performance (as indicated by the target hit and discrimination 
scores) than either of the two distractor tasks. In addition, the imaging 
distractor task (image initial face) produced significantly better target 
recognition than the letter- circling distractor task. This latter result 
suggests that the letter- circling task prevents rehearsal of the target 
faces better than the distractor imaging task (imaging the initial face) 
does. However. the effect of post- exposure task must be qualified as it 
interacted with test view. Differences between the post- exposure tasks 
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were primarily shown when the study to test view remained the same. 
No effect of post- exposure task was noted when test view was changed 
because performance was, in general. quite low. The only exception to the 
finding of poor performance for the changed test view was when 
presentation was distributed and subjects imaged the target. In this case, 
performance was higher than in any other condition where test view was 
changed. 
The beneficial effects of rehearsal via imaging has been supported in 
all three experiments. Apparently, imaging affects the "strength" of 
visual- spatial stimuli in memory. The underlying reason may be due to 
either continued encoding during the "off' period (e.g., Read, 1979) or 
rehearsal of the already stored information (e.g., Graefe & Watkins, 1980). 
The effect of imaging appears to be strongest when the same stimuli 
appears at study and at test as Experiment 3 failed to show much benefit 
of imaging when the target view was changed. However, the results also 
showed that imaging is facilitative for changed view targets when 
accompanied by distributed presentation. 
All three experiments also demonstrated the superiority of distributed 
presentation to some extent. although its operation appears to be more 
complex than imaging. It was speculated in Experiment 3 that people who 
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see faces in a distributed manner tend to encode more general aspects of 
faces white those under massed presentation conditions tend to encode 
specific details. When the faces are altered between study and test, many 
of the specific features have changed and those subjects who remember 
more general (and more stable) characteristics tend to have higher 
recognition scores. It would be difficult to use this result in support of the 
encoding variability hypothesis given the very small amount of time that 
passed between stimulus presentations; however, the results of these 
experiments can easily be used to support the deficient processing theory. 
Such an approach would postulate that subjects in the massed conditions 
ceased to attend to the target faces, while those in the distributed 
conditions continued to show the orienting response, increasing the total 
amount of time they attended to the target faces, thereby resulting in 
higher recognition scores. 
There were some interesting differences between the three 
experiments. For example, the effects shown by HM, PH, F ACR, and PF A 
scores for Experiments 1 and 2 are almost opposites of each other. The 
HM and PH scores for Experiment 1 were not only significant for 
presentation condition but they showed a significant interaction between 
presentation condition and intervening task while the F ACR and PF A 
scores showed no presentation condition effect and no significant 
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interaction. In contrast, the HM and PH scores for Experiment 2 showed 
no main effect for presentation condition and no interaction between it 
and intervening task, white the F ACR scores for Experiment 2 showed a 
marginal effect of presentation condition and the PF A scores showed a 
significant effect of presentation condition. Experiment 3 (like 
Experiment 2) showed no effect for presentation condition on any 
measure. These discrepancies might be due to (1) the different types of 
stimuli utilized in the three experiments (faces and plants) which might 
have not only affected subjects ability to remember the targets but also 
might have affected how subjects responded to the stimuli at test, and/or 
(2) to the different kinds of post- exposure tasks (letter- circling, imaging 
distractor faces, and imaging targets) that were used. 
Experiment 3 underscores the recent call by many researchers in the 
area of eyewitness identification that more concern is needed at making 
the experimental situation more ecologically valid. For example, the 
effects found using pictures that are identical at study and test might not 
be important. Future research should avoid such sterile conditions rarely 
encountered outside the laboratory (e.g., presenting identical pictures at 
study and test). The effect of presentation mode and imaging was much 
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larger in Experiment 3 when the view was maintained at study and at test 
than if the view was changed. Fortunately, the finding that distributed 
presentation and target imaging facilitates recognition in the changed 
view compared to all other conditions with changed view provides some 
support for the ecological validity of the present findings. A changed view 
from an initial encounter to a later encounter is the usual situation, and 
strategies that improve memory under this condition are important. 
The present research has implications for practical applications in a 
number of areas of human learning: for forensic face identification 
settings, and for the learning of visual- spatial materials, in general. With 
regard to face identification, the present research suggests that persons 
who are under high risk of being involved in a crime situation (e.g., 
convenience store clerk, bank teller) might benefit from being prepared 
beforehand on how to best remember a face. The present research 
indicates that one way to facilitate memory of a face is to view the face in 
a distributed manner and to image the face during the intervening views. 
Persons attempting to retain a memory of a face should not simply stare at 
it for long periods of time trying to remember every detail, but should 
instead glance at the face briefly several times, attempting to image the 
face while looking away. Further research might be directed at 
simulating a crime and having some subjects use the distributed 
view/imaging strategy while other subjects are not informed of a 
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strategy. The present results would predict that the former condition 
would promote better subsequent memory than the latter condition. In 
addition. the present research might not only have application for persons 
involved directly in a crime scene but also for police officers who are 
often shown pictures of suspects for the purpose of assisting them in 
recognizing wanted persons. 
The present research also has implications for the learning of other 
kinds of complex visual stimuli. Heretofore, no research has reported 
beneficial effects of distributed presentation using visual- spatial 
materials. The general finding that distributed presentation facilitates 
memory of both faces and plants suggests that memory of other kinds of 
complex visual stimuli might benefit from distributed presentation. The 
application of this finding could be useful in pilots learning to recognize 
enemy aircraft, a microbiologist learning to recognize different kinds of 
viruses, a birdwatcher learning to discriminate between different kinds of 
birds, and numerous other uses. With the advent of computers with 
graphics terminals being used in the classroom and in other training 
situations, software could be programmed to present stimuli multiple 
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